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1. 

The Pre-Hearing Intensive Supervision is a program designed 

to supervise.,certain types of juvenile offenders during the period 

prior to their formal adjudicatory hearing. The following repor' 

is an evaluation of the 5th project year of that program for the 

period "from May 1,1974 to April 30,1975. 

I. Introduction 

Pre-Hearing Intensive Supervision (PHIS), is a 'probation unit 

designed to supervise boys that might otherwise be detained between 

"a "preliminary"* hearing (Pre Trial, Detention, etc.) and the 

final adjudicatory hearing; a pertod which will be referred to a6 
.. 

the Pre-He~ring period. The major aim of PHIS is to enable the 

boy to maintain a reasonably normal life (residing at home, 

attending ~chool, etc.) while await-ing an adjudicatory hearing, 

and to minimize the risk to the community. Though the program is 

-designed to supervise boys for a relatively short period of time, 

(usually less than 90 days) it is hoped that it will also be 

supportive of a long term rehabilitation. In fact, plans for long 

term adjustment are often initiated during the boy's tenure in 

the unit. 

* This term is being used in this report as a general term for 
all hearings that precede an adjudicatory hearing. Thus it is 
not to be confused with ~pecific hearings utilized for serious 
offenses (e.g. homicide). 
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2. 

In addition 'to the normal probationary services, PHIS provides 

highly specialized services because of the "intensive" nature of 

its supervision. Probation Officers have provided, among other 

things, the following services: 

transportation when necessary for court hearings, and 

neuro-psychiatric appointments 

transporting boys to and from school to avoid gang 

intimidation 

tutoring and assistance in making applications for boys 

interested in the Armed Services, college etc. 

makinr; c1pprOrrlnt(~ reforrf']s !1nd 'initinl cont.nct.n f~'ir 

GOc1;J.l !lV,eneiel,) (Mcnlal Health Clinic, Neighborhood Youth 

Corps, Employment Offices, etc.) 

- night visits to check on adherence to curfew 

- assisting families of clients who are in the process of 

relocating 

- visiting District Superintendent's to expedite school 

transfers and placements. 

- appearing in court on all cases 

The PHIS Unit consists of seven probation officers and one 

supervisor (Lois Brown). The maximum caseload is seven boys 

per probation officer which enables the daily contact for each 

1 of the clients. For the most part this maximum caseload was not 

exceeded. 
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The intake process of the unit is relatively simple: 

Once a Judge authorizes supervision by PHIS, (sometimes with 

review and recommendations by the supervisor of the unit) the 

boy and his family is usually inter'Jiov.Ted by the PHIS supervisor 

within minutes of the Jud~e's decision. The primary purpose 

of this interview is to instruct the boy and his family about' 

the nature of the pror.;ram and v-rhat is expected [If the client. 

The boy is then assigned to a probation 6fficer and remains in 

the unit until his appearance in court for disposition on the 

charge that brought him into the unit or until the case is 

terminated for one renson or nnother (e.r:., arrest, chanv,e of 

This report will address itself to the following issues: 

1. The demo~raphic characteristics, pnst court record, 

and nature of the current charge ngainst the clients 

assigned to PHIS. 

2. The likelih~od of arrest during the pre-hearing period 

for PHIS boys relative to a "control" group of un

supervised boys. 

3. The outcome of the final adjudicatory hearing of PHIS 

boys. 

'\' , 
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Before beginning the evaluation, a short description of the 

juvenile court procedure in Philadelphia follows in order to 

facilitate an understanding of the role of PHIS in the juvenile 

justice system. 

II. Philadelphia Juvenile Court Procedures: After a juvenile 

is arrested by the Juvenile Aid Division*the case is evaluated 

by an intake interviewer at the Youth Study Center. · One of three 

outcomes are possible at this point; (1) to "adjust" (the boy 

is released and receives no further hearing on that specific 

charge), (2) "court-out" and (3) "court~in"~ For either of the latter 

two d~oi~ion~, the boy rec~ives a hearing In juvenile court. In 

the case of "court-out",decisions, the boy is released to his 

parents or other guardians to await furthe~ hearing. The "court-

in" boys are detained at the Youth Study Center and receive a 

~etention hearing at the earliest possible time, usually the next 

day the court is in session. One major purpose of the detention 

hearing is to have a judicial determination about any extended 

detention. Somewhat similar to the detention hearing, but 

occurring at a later time (usually within one month) after the 

arrest, is the "pre-trial" hearing for the boys with "court-out" 

status. 
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Several outcomes are possible at both the pre-trial and 

detention hearings. (We are referring to final hearings of this 

type and not to those that are continued.); 

1. 

2. 

3. 

discharge and release to parents or guardians (includes 

cases where the petition is withdrawn or "determinedn ); 

adjudged delinquent (sap I\f')~ ,.SSe OAl) 

!'elease to parents or guardian to await a formal 

adjudicatory hearing; 

4. detain to await a formal adjudicatory hearing. 
£" C.DN~a..rr pEC~t?£ 

Af:! previously sta teo! PHTS was oe~it-Y.neo t,!"' Pl'OV i Ite an 

flltet'htltive to the detention decision (number 4 above) during 

the period between the preliminary hearing and the final 

adjudicatory hearing. Since the decision to detain is far more 

'likely to be made at a detantion hearing~ it is expected that 

most of the PHIS boys will be assigned from a detention hearing. 

A review of all detention and pre-trial hearing decisions for 

the month of May 1974 support this expectation: of all detention 

hearing cases continued for an adjudicatory hearing at a detention 

hearing (N=187), 53 per cent were held in detention compared to 

* There are, of course other ways in which a boy may be referred 
to court,.. such as direct· fiJiri it 1 S.. ,SPORM PI' sf liP hi u. 
~ However, more tha~'90% of boys referred to Juvenile Court are 
JAD referrals. J 

Prf ~l.iLP~fTS 
. FrtoM ~A~ at COkP"A.", .. rr-s:,.. 
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5 percent of similar cases at a pre-trial hearing (N=251). 

In addition to the pre-trial ~nd detention hearings other 

more specialized hearings, cafi occur after the detention or 

pre-trial hearing. However, they are far less frequent in number 

than detention and pre-trial hearings. ~hese include s!I!6044 $' d.· 

certificat:f.on (decision to refer to adult court) F i~ ) '7 I • 
~,. .......... td~)J.C. In most instances they involve very serious 

charges. Since the decision to detain is also made at these 

hearings, it was also expected that some boys would be assigned 

to PHIS from these more spen1al1zed hearings, 

III. Evaluation Strategy: A realistic evaluation of a program 

requires that "comparison" groups be utilized to assess the 

effectiveness of the program. The use of such groups enables a 

more effective determination to be made of the following: 

1. the types of cases that were more likely to receive 

a detention hearin8; 

2. the types of cases that were more likely to be assigned 

to PHIS; 

3. the likelihood of arrest of boys during the pre

hearing period, relative to a "control" group of 

unsupervised boys; 

4. relative likelihood of PHIS clients being institution-

alized as a result of the adjudicatory hearing. :1 
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The comparison groups were selected from detention hearing 

lists. The two groups were defined as follows: 

1. Detention - Boys that were detained for the entire 

pre-hearing period. 

2. Release - boys who were released during the pre-

hearing period without supervi~ion by PHIS. 

The comparison groups were randomly selected 'from the 

detention hearing lists of the Juvenile Branch of Family Court 

,in Philadelphia for the period 'from May 1,1974 to November 31,1974. 

The s~mplipg rat:l.o for the detenti.on group wns one fc.m-rth and for 

tho ~~lea~e ~roup, one half. 

Using this procedure, 12S boys were selected for the detention 

group and 134 boys for the release group. Because of the restraint 

of time, 6Sof the detained cases and 70 of the released cases were 

finally used 'for this rep,ort. 

, '. 
In order to facilitate the completion of this report by 

the end of the project year, only boys completing ,their. PHIS 

tenure by December 31,1974 were includea in the analysis for this 

repo!'t. This included 55 boys. 

", 
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Another aspect of an effective evaluation concerns the 

accurate measurement of the s'eriousness of offenses committed 

by the boys. The two approaches that were used in earlier 

years were again used for this year. One approach is to use 

specific legal categories for the of£enses in terms of 

decreasing seriousness: 

1. Crimes a~ainst the person - (homiCide, forcible rape, 

assaults of all degrees); 

2. Robbery - (the taking of property with the use or 

threat of force); 

3. (larceny, hurelnry, auto 

" theft including operating an auto without the owners 

permission, receiving stolen goods, possession of 

burglary tools, frauds of various sorts); 

4. Drug-offenses - (illegal sale, use, or possession of 

narcoti~s or marijuana, illegal use of solvents, glue 

sniffing) ; 

5. Miscellaneous adult offenses: (disorderly conduct, 

:esisting arrest, trespassing, vandalism, malicious 

mischief, weapons, liquor law violations, drunkenness, 

runaway from correctional institutions, indecent 

e~posure, and consensual sexual acts); 

6. Juvenile status offenses: (incorrigibility, runaway 

and curfew violations). 
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When charged with more than one 'offense, the most serious 

charge (according to the above) was used to specify the offense • 

Thus, if a boy was charged with assault with intent to kill, 

trespassing, and disorderly conduct, the only offense considered 

·for research purposes was the assault charge. 

Although this "legalistic" approach is a reasonable one for 

most purposes, it does have some limitations. In ~ddition to 

involving a wide range of injur~ and social harm within each 

category, such classificatiqns do not ,always clearly reflect 

the n4t~ln'C of thA (WIHlt.. Dnlll n .'Hld Wol.r!~t-)J1J!,M llilvO dovnlol'l)d n 

seriousnes~ scale of delinquency (hereafter referred to as S.W. 

scale or score) that circumvents the limitations' of using legal 

categories. Rather than being based on the legal classification 

of the event, it considers the amount of property loss (via theft 

-or damage), intimidation (by weapon or otherwise), and the number 

or premises illegally entered. The scoring system, including 

the weights for specific cqmponents of the event, is outlined in 

Figure One. 

'* Thoresten Sellin and Marvin WOl1"gang, The Measurement or 
Delinquency, New York: J. Wiley, 1964. 

,j '" . ~ . 
• ~ " ... y:.ti '1 .• 
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FIGURE ONE 

Sellin-Wolfgang Scoring System for Delinquent Offenses 

ELEMENTS. SCORED NUMBER 

2 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

1 

'Number of victims of bodily 
harm 

1il 
receiving minor injuries 
treated and discharged •• 
hospitalized ••• ~ •••••••• 
killed •••••••••••••••••• 

Number of victims of forcible 
sex intercour8e ••••••••• ~ •••• 
(a) Nmnbnr of rlll(:h vlrtlmn 

lnt1mldatAd by weapon ••• 

Intimidation (except II above) 
(a) Physical or verbal only 
(b) By weapon ••••••••••••••• 

Number' of premises forcibly 
entered •••••••••••••••••••••• 

Number of Motor vehicles 
stolen ••••••••• ' •• ' ••••••••••• 

Value of property stolen 
damaged or destroyed (in 
dollars) 

!aj Under 10 dollars ••••••• 
b 10-250 ••••••••••••••••• 
c 251-2000 ••••••••••••••• (dl 2001-9000 •••••••••••••• 

(e 9001-30000 ••••••••••••• 
(f 30001-80000 •••••••••••• 
(g) Over 80000 ••••••••••• ~. 

x 

WEIGHT 

3 

1 
4 
7 

26 

10 

2 
4 

1 

2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

, ·"1.1 

- ",:*" .. ~'--,., .... '~ .. ," 

TOTAL 

4 
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The system of wei~hts was derived from a fairly sophisticated 

scaling procedure A.nd represents the collective jud,r,;ement of a 

representative sample of individuals. The final result of the 

procedure represents, in a sense, society's assessment of the 

relative seriousness of varoius delinquent events. 

The primary source of data for this evaluation are the . 
official court records. In the case of the PHIS cllentp a 

research form is completed by the Research Associate of the Unit 

(Charles Fenwick) immediately after the case is closed. The boy's 

nocesflFl.ry the probation officer 18 Cluestioned about any dot)btful 

items. The limitations in the data are basically those limitations 

that are' true for 't:ourt records in general. For certain item~ 

there is fairly hi~h degree of confidence in thefr validity. 
'! 

~hese would include age, race, legal charge of the current and 

past offense, number of PAst a'rrests and past dispositions. 

For some items such as family income, welfar~ status, and occu~ation 

of family members there is much less confidence bec~use of the 

difficulty in obtaining accurate self-reports from the client 

and his family as well as some inconsist~ncy to update ,the records 

for these items. In part some of these limitations are overcome 

for the PHIS clients because of the probation officers intimate 

I 
~ '. 
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knowledge of the boy and his family. This is not the case, 

however, for the comparison groups. ,As a consequence there is 

somewhat more confidence in the quality of data for the PHIS boys 

than the comparison samples. 

There is no absolute assurance that, the comparison groups 

provide enough comparibility to make valid conclusions about the 

effectiveness of PHIS. From a purely methodologica'l v~ew poin't 

the most ideal design would be to have boys who are placed in 

detention to await their adjudicatory hearing randomly assigned 

to ai ther PHIS. releasen wi thout. f:0urt. fHlf)fH'vl s'lan. or {Ie t\\F\lly 

placed in dotehtion. In this way clear cut affirmative answers 

can be obtained 'about the ability of PHIS to prevent arrests 

during the pre-hearing period as well as the impact of the unit 

on subsequent disposition of the case • Of course, there are many 

. other factors to be considered besides those of methodology and such 

an "ideal" research design is not practical, not to say anything 

about ethical considerations. As a cons~quence we have adopted the 

design strategy that was discussed previously. However, with appropriat( 

statistical manipulations some reasonable assesments can be made 

about the effectiveness of PHIS. 

i 
i 

, " 
\ ,,' 'I' 
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IV. Source of Referral: In accord with the aims of the program, 

it was expected that a major portion of the PHIS boys would be 

assi~ed from 11 detontion henrln~. This is-indoed the case (see 

Table 1): Approximately 7610 came from detention hearings, compared 
F(lcn fc.€ ~.~l- \1i7,a."tJ,,-S .. 

to 6f~ The majority- of the remaining referrals were from boys 

already in detention (i.e. t custodial list). The low rate of 

referrals from pre-trial indicates that the unit is being used as , . 
intended (i.e., to supervise boys who miC-'1t otherwis'e b~, detained 

during the pre-hearin~ period). In addition this pattern is almost 

identical to the previous year's. 

~llble 1 

Detention Hearing 
Pre Trial Hearing 
Other 

Total 

SC'lrce of Referral 

PHIS 

76% 
6 

IS 

100% 

v. Demographic Characterist~~: Of the boys assigned to PHIS 

during the fourth project year, 64 percent were black (see Table 2); 

an almost identical percentage for the release (gO~) and the detention 

(62%) groups. The racial distribution of the PHIS clients has 

changed very little since the beginning of the project. 

" 

I' 

'" I 
'I', 
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The data on the presence or absence of parents has tended 

to fluctuate, in comparison to other demographic characteristics, 

over the life time of the project. This h[ls (11so been true for 

the comparison groups. Rather than reflecting real changes in 

family structure, these fluctuations are more likely a function 

of the problems and difficulties in getting accurate data in this 

area. The difficulty does not necessarily lie in the juvenile 

court records; it is simply that getting accurate information 

on this sensitive area from the families themselves has ah"ays 

been a problem. In the light of the apparently unreliable data, 

thl~1 area. 'rho mOf3t we 'Gnll s!:.ly is that a tTlil.jority of boys assigned 

to PHIS come from "broken homes". This is also true for both the 

release and detention groups, although there was slightly higher 

percentage of "intact" families for the release gr6up. 

The median age of the PHIS boys was 10.7 years, which is almost 

identical to the release group, but slightly higher them the 

detention group. Although there seems to be a slight tendency to 

place the older boys in PHIS, compared to those placed in detention, 

the differences between the three groups are relatively small. 

The median age of ~he PHIS boys has changed little since. the 

inception of the program. 

.' I 

( 
. i~, 
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Table 2 Selected Demographic Characteristics of PHIS 
Boys and Comparison Groups 
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The demographic characteristics for this year's PHIS boys 

are not radically different from those of the boys from earlier years. 

Further there is no reason to believe that there has been any 

significant change in terms of demographic characteristics not 

examined for this year's group. 

VI. Past Court Record: During the current ~roject year, 76 percent 
. 

of the hays assigned to PHIS had nt least one previous c.ontact \'lith 

the juvenile court (Table 3), a rate very similar to the previous 

year. The PHIS rate was in between that of the release group 

(71%) and detention r-;roup (91%). Fr0m 'comparing all three gr6ups, 

it soems fairly obvious that the majo,r distinction is between the 

release group and the other two ~roups. There is little Question 

that havin~ an inactive record or no past record will significantly 

increase the lilcelihood of being released at a detention hearing. 

However it is also clear that boys placed in PHIS, although having 

less severe past records, are fairiy similar to the boys who were 

placed in detention. 

--- ----- --------~, ,- ., ., .. 
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Table 3 Current Court Status 

PHIS Relense Detention 

No Previous Record 24% 29~ 9% 
Past Record - inactive lh 41j- 22, 
Probation 36 20 28 
Friendly Service Supervision (FSS) 4 0 0 
Continuance 18 4 19 
Institutionalized 0 1 19 
Consent decree 0 1 3 
Other and Unknown 4 2 0 

Total 100% 100% 100% 
% with previous record 76 71 91 
% of boys with past record 

81 38 currently active 75 % currently active 62 27 69 

AnoLher major concorn when considering the past record is 

the nature and seriousness of that record. (Table 4) Although 

the differences are not dramatic, the data in Table 4 indicates 

that the pattern of the past record for the PHIS boys is closer 

to the detention ~roup than the release groun. The pattern for the 

indicators listed in Table 5 is even more pronounced. Wi,th the 

exception of the indicators involving time in a correctional 

institution the past records of the PHIS boys are more serious 

than the r~lease group, but fairly similar to that of the detention 

group. 

,I 

! I 

I 

" 
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Table 4 Distribution of P~st Charges 

PHIS RELEASE DETENTION 
.>- . T 

'If 
'''0' I : 

N l' "'& N 'X 00 ,~ Ni 'X ('I 

-I 1-
L II - I 

,..0 
! 

Juvenile Status () 0.11 3 R 0 .. 1 4i1 2q I O.l., 7 
Person 1,8 0.91 0') 17 0.5 I 1~1 4i~ ~ 0.7 1:~ J..,I" i 

Hobbery J 1 I o. A; 15 17 0.2 ~~ I 44 u. (, : 11 
Property sh i 1. h! 39 7h 1.1 \ J!~ : lRl ') 7 I ht) 

I -. 
Drugs (1 , 0.1, 3 I 4 0.1 , 2: 12 0.2 3 I 

0.7; :, , 
Other Adult 39 I 18 65 0.9 \ 32\1 \ 82 1.2 21 

-I --, " -,-I 
il I \ 

. 
Total i 218 : 4.0 1 100 I 205 2.9 \ 100; ,39(, 5.8 ! 100 ! 

I I: 

Table 5 S~18cted Tndicator~ of SoriOUSnf'Sfl of p[\st Record 

Percent with at least 
one arrest 
Mean number, of arrest s 
Percent with at least 

'one adjudicati~n 
Percent with some time 0 
probation 
Percent with some time 
in a correctional 
institution 

n 

PHIS 
--

7h 

h.O 

t)O 

56 

7 

. 

! 

I 

. l1ELEASE . DETENTION 

.' 

71----'---\"' .'- .. 91"-

.- .2:?""~.: .. ·~_=.-\ .. '.- ';. ~ 
33 

10 

---:---:--_ _100· ... 

54 . 

48 

44 

, 
I 
I 
o· 
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The one major disparity occurs with the indication of having 

been previously institutionalized. 
~ 

The percentage of boys in 

the detentio~ group who have spent some time in a correctional 
!j 

insti tution,Js much greater (44%) then both 'the PHIS boys (7%) 

and release group (lOfo). Part of the reason for this large rate 
~ 

is that a s~~nificant portion (19%) of the boys placed in 

detention were already institutionalized. (See Table J) In such 
l 

cases.it.is 'highly unlikely that a boy will be considered either for . , 

, J 

release or PHIS. 

:tn ~eneral, vlthotlr,h t,.horo nrc somo diffaroncoA tho t;w'lcton~e 

with respect.to the current court status and past court record, 

indicates that PHIS boys are being drawn from a general pool of 

boys that might normally be placed in detention were it not for the 

existence of PHIS. As such it indicates'that PHIS is achieving 

. one of its major goals. 

, , ~. ~l- 'I' "".' 

~ .' , 
~= .. ~'<"-,,,, .. 

VII. Current Charge: Among the charges that brought the boys 

into the PHIS Unit for the )th year, 76 percent were for crimes 

against the person and seven percent for crimes against property 

(see Table 6). Thus approximately 83 percent of the boys assigned 

to PHIS during that year were charged with fairly serious crimes. 

This is only slightly higher than the 78 percent rate found for 

the boys of the fourth year PHIS group. The comparison groups 

had similarly high percentages of fairly serious current charges, 

, 
_ .... .:.t.~...:...,..,~ ... '._ .... _~.~. 
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20. 

with the detention group being the lOwest of all groups. 

Considering the evidence on both the current charge and the 

past record, it seems fairly evident that of the two factors, the 

past record is more likely to persuade the Judge in making his 

or her decision about detention. Thus boys with more serious past 

records are more likely to be placed in detenti~nl on the other 

hand, the seriousness of the char~e seems to be of l~ttle tmnort • 
. ' 

,(It should be kent in mind thnt this conclu~ion refers only to 

decisions being mRde at detention hearin~s) 

Tnblo h Loe,al Clnsfl'i.flcrltlon of CIH'l'ent Ch[lrp.:es 

PHIS RELEASE DETENTION 

Homicid%,Rape lS~'f In% 10% to lil 

Assault obbery 58 h·4 41 
Burglary/Larceny 7 23 21 

. Misc. Adult (incl. Drugs) 13 11+ 15 
Ju'venile Status L~ 3 12 
Bench ~\[arrant 0 0 1 

Total 100/~ lOO?~ lOO~;' 

% person Crimes 76 60 51 
% Property Crimes ? 23 21 

S.w. Score (Mean) 6.4 6.2 4.0 

.. 
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VIII. Pre-Hearin~ Period: One aim 01: PHIS is to prevent or curtail 

illegal activity of the boys assigned to the unit during the 

pre-hearing period. The most readily aVAilable indicator 

for this is the arrest rate during the pre-hearing period. 

For purposes of analysis, the rearrest rate during the 

pre-hearing period refers only to the first ninety (90) days 

following assignment to the Unit for the PHIS boys anp detention 
. 

hearing for release boys. Holding the pre-hearing period to ninety 

day,s, provides a more effective way of evaluating for the "'ide 

disparity in the length of the pre-hearing period for the two groups. 

(Pl"eViOUB rcoonrch indicat.oa that t.he h1~heDt :ri~k p~)riorl for a 

rearrest 19 for the ffrst three months.) This represents a departure 

from the evaluations for the first three years therefore exact 

comparison with previous years is not possible. However, the 

limiting of temporal comparability is more than compensated for by 

the increased accuracy. 

For the fourth year (Table 7) the arrest rate for PHIS boys 

was 27 perc~nt, a slight increase over the previous year. 

", , . 
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As was the case for the first, second and third uroject years, 

the current year's PHIS group compared favorably to the release 

group (22% including bench warrants) on the measure of re-arrest 

during the pre-hearing period. 

Althou~h the numbers are small, and therefore the conclusions 

are subjected to some reservations, it se'ems that the PHIS boys 

tend to commit more serious offenses during the pre-hearing .period 
\ 

than those who are released. Thus for example 87% of the "boys 

arrested were charged with a crime against the person or property 

compared to 67% of the arrested boys in release groups. In general 

IX. Adjudicatory Hearin~ Action: For the 1975-76 year, approximately 

87 percent of the boys nssir-ned to PHIS remained with. the unit until 

they received a formal adjudicatory hearing on the charge that brought 

'them into the unit. This is almost identical to the previous year'~ 

rate and higher than the comparable figures for the earlier years 

(80% for the third year, 83% for the second year, and 81% for the 

first year). Of the release group, approximately 25 percent of 

th'e boys had not received an adjudicatory hearing on the original 

char~e at the time the research was completed. 

I;' 
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'Irhen .;l lloy i f3 lInd0Y' the jurir::;diction of the court (e. g., 

continuances or probation) or if several charges are being heard 

simutaneously, the disposition of the case is a complic{1tcd 

matter.> For example, it becomes possible for a boy to be 

discharged with respect to the current charge while still beinp; 
, 

placed on probation or in an institution because of a change in 

his pr~ious court status or a decision on a different charf".e. 

For this report we are primarily concerned with the action t~ken on 

the youth rather than an adjudicatory decision on a particular.: 

charge, the analysis of which is presented in Table g 

boys having adjudicatory hearings, adjudicated on the original charge. 

On the other hand, the release group had a smaller percentage 

adjudicated (44%). In previous years we have found that the PHIS 

~oys had a smaller likelihood of being institutionalized than the 

,detention group, and a higher percentage than those who were released 

during the pre-hearinr; period. Th'e data in Table 8 mny sur,r;est some 

changes in this pattern. As in pvevious years thp nHIS boys had a higher 

probability of being placed in an~institution than the release ~roup. 

(36% vs 6%; when deferred dispositions are omitted the rate for the 

release group is closer to 1%). This might be expected- because 

the boys in the ·release grol: .• ' 9re more likely to have less serious 

past records than the PHIS b_fS. The major change-with previous 

years occurs with the comparison of the detention group. The data 

;; ~ 
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in Table a indicates that a small~perc~ntage (31~) of this gr~up 

were detained than PHIS boys. However one major problem is the large 

percentage of deferred cases (26%) in the detention group, which 

makes comparability somewhat tenuous. Al though \'1e may not expect 

all of these cases to be eventually institutionalized, there is no 

way of determining from the present data the final outcome of all 

these cases. If these cases are omitted from the comparison then the 

institutionalization rate becomes 42%, which is higher than the PHIS 

group and consistent with the pattern of previous years. " 

Although there is some reservation, we must conclude that tenure 

in PHIS will reduGe tho 1 ikel'! hood of fI hoy b01 n~ .\ JHlt:tt.\rtl(\l\f\lJ ~O(\ 
\\' thEm if he wer'e placed in detention during the pre-hearing period. 

Table 8 Outcome of Adju~Ucatory Hearing 

'Disposition PHIS Release Detention . 

N fa N 1: N % 

Released ~ 17 19 37 11 19 
Institution 17 36 3 6 18 31 
Probation 15 32 23 44 14 24 
Disposition deferred 0 0 7 13 15 26 
Other 7 15 0 0 0 0 -
Total 47 100 52 100 5~ 100 
% Adjudicated on Current 
Charge ISo 44 59 
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SUMMARY AND HECOMJVIENDATIONS 

Pre-Hearin~ Intensivo Supervision is a special unit of Juvenile 

Court designed to provide an alternati.ve to detention during the 

time prior to a formal adjudicatory hearing. It is intended to 

supervise boys on an intensive basis who might otherwise be detained, 

thus allowing the boy to maintain as much as possible q normal life 

routine. 

.. 

Compared to n sample of hoys t.h,"tt were detained for tho ent.il'e 

have similar demof,raphic characteristics (age, race 

and family structure); 

- have sli~htly less serious pa~t recor~s; 

- be char~ed with a more serious current offense; 

- have an equal likelihood of being adju~ged delinquent on 

the current char~e; 

- have a smaller likelihood of being institutiorialized aftB~ 

his adjudicatory hearing. 

Compared to the samnle of boys thRt Vlere releR.sed durinr: 

the pre-hearin~ period without supervision, PHIS boys tended to: 

.! ., 
i 
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- have similar demographic characteristics (age, rnce, 

an~ family structure); 

have more serious past records; 

- have a slightly more serious current offense; 

- have a slightly hi~her likelihood of being arrested during 

the pre-hearinp, period; 

- have a greater likelihood of being adjudged delinquent 

on the current charge; 

- have a greater likelihood of beinr institutionalized after 

his adjudicatory hearing. 

All availahle indicators su~~est that PHIS is continuin~ to 

meet all its st{3.ted ohjectives. For one, hoys who might othen'lise 

be detained were hein~ nssi~ncd to the Unit. This is evident by 

the very 10'1 percentar,e of cases assigned from pre-trial (C;~), and 

.the similarity with those ~ho are detained. In addition boys with 

very serious past records have been nlaced in the Unit. These are 

"high risk" cases which by past evidence indicates that they are 

most amenable to PHIS treatment (i.ee, greater likelihood of 

preventing a re-arrest during the pre-hearing period). 

The arrest rate durin~ the pre-hearing period once more indicates 

that PHIS cP.n supervise "hi,rrh risk" boys with minimal "risk" to the 

safety of the community. 



Tenure in PHIS olso reduces the risk of being tnstitutionBli~ed 

as one of the possible outcomes of the final adjudicatory hearinp;. 

The weight of the evidence indicates that PHIS is successful 

and consequently the program should be continued. No major 

changes are recommended for the prog;ram.: I 
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PROGRESS REPORT 

Since January 1,1975 an additional 54 boys completed their stay 

in the Unit. Thus a total of 109 boys who were assigned to the Unit 

at the beginning of the project year have c9mpleted their tenuri by 

the end of the project year. 

'. ", 

For'purpose~ of this progre~s report data is presentetl or five 

importan~ .. dimensions: (1) source of referral, (2) current charge, 

(3) numlJer of previous arrests, - (4.) nrrestsduri.ng pre-henri n fT 

period.and (5) di0pos1.tl.on nt nd.il1dL~at,or.v hearinp;. The 100 h('lYB 

are divided into those comnleti.ng their stay ~n the' Unit by 

December 31,1974 (refSrred to as A) and those by April 30,lQ75 

(referred to as B). The data for all five dimensions are given in 

Table 1: 
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As can easily be seen from Table I there were no si~nificant 

changes in the second half of the project year on four of the ftve 

dimensions (sotiree of referral, current char~es, number of pnst 

arrests and re-arrests). Thus the project continued its same pattern 

as noted in th~ final reDort: namely boys with relntively serious 

past records, and curront chnr~n nre bojn~ relonscd to PHTS, nnd 

very few boys were referred from pre-trial hearin~s. Thus the ~oAI 

of releasing high risk boys who mi~ht othenv~se he detainp.d is still 

being realized. In addition there was little change in the re-arrest 

rate. The major chE~Ae has occurred with the disposition at the 

ftrwl AdilHacntnry horn'inp:. (Tt. Ifl tn be; rnrn(~lllt\()l·NI Lhll\, t.ld;; 

refers only to boys Who completed their stay in PHIS) In the second 

part of the year a smaller proportion of boys were being institution

alized (and conversely alar~er percentage were released). This 

leads us to believe that the percentage at large of PHIS boys placed 

iri an ~nstitution in the first part of the project year were atypical. 

It seems that the pattern in the second half of the year has returned 

to that of the previous years; namely the PHIS boys tend to have a 

lower chance of being "institutionalized than the boys in detention. 

To conclude, the project has demonstrated continuing success in 

meeting its objective. 
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